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1 OverView
The Spectator genre in the Low Countries has been an object of investigation 
for a very long time, mainly due to the work of Justus van Effen (1684-1735), 
who played a major role in the introduction of the genre outside of England 
with Le Misantrope,1 a moral weekly written in French that was published in the 
Netherlands in 1711-1712.2 As we can see in the contribution by Klaus-Dieter 
Ertler to this volume, William James Bennie Pienaar has already written an exten- 
sive monography about van Effen and English influences on Dutch literature.3 
His book was recently reprinted (in 2014), and although it deals extensively with 
the work óf van Effen, its focus is mainly on his French spectatorial production. 
Only one of Pienaar s chapters discusses van Effens De Hollandsche Spectator 
(“The Dutch Spectator”), the moral weekly written in Dutch that appeared 
between 1731 and 1734.4 Pienaar was not the first to discuss van Effens influence 
on the development of the genre in Dutch literature, as van Effen’s journalistic 
work was already part of the Dutch literary canon from the first decades of the 
19th century onwards, because of what was regarded in literary historiography as 
a superb imitation of the English Spectator-type publishings, namely his maga­
zine De Hollandsche Spectator.5
1 Cf. van Effen (1711-1712) .
2 Cf. van Effen (1986).
3 Cf. Pienaar (1929).
4 Cf van Effen (1999-2001).
5 See for instance De Clercq (1824: 268).
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With the exception of van Effens contribution, however, the spectatorial 
magazines printed in the Low Countries that were written in Dutch only played 
a minor role in Dutch literary historiography for decades, until the important 
work done by the literary scholar Petrus (‘Piet’) Jacobus Buijnsters, who wrote 
several pioneering articles and a monographic overview of the genre in Dutch 
literature that appeared in 1991.6 Buijnsters’ approach was clearly inspired by 
literary sociology and one of his sources of inspiration was Wolfgang Martens’ 
famous study of the German spectatorial genre of 1968.7 Before Buijnsters, 
van Effens Hollandsche Spectator was wrongly seen as the first moral weekly 
published in Dutch; therefore, it was one of Buijnsters’ first steps to provide an 
overview of its Dutch predecessors.8 Here, Buijnsters also refers to some earlier 
van Effen-scholars, like Jan Hartog,9 who wrote a book about the Spectator-type 
periodicals that appeared after van Effen. To obtain an overview of the genre 
in the Northern and Southern Netherlands of the 18lh century, the work of 
Buijnsters is still crucial, not least because of the checklist he made of nearly all 
moral weeklies published in the Dutch language throughout the 18th century.10
Before we discuss the basic information provided regarding the development 
of the genre in the Low Countries based upon Buijnsters’ checklist, it is a good 
idea to first reflect on the question of why the spectatorial magazine remained 
quite a neglected genre (apart from studies on van Effen and his work) in Dutch 
literary historiography for such a long time. One of the reasons may have been 
that the moral weekly was not seen as an important driving force of literary inno- 
vation. Van Effen is often presented in literary historiography as the master of 
the vertoog, the Dutch word for essay, or better: an exposition on a wide range 
of topics. Literary scholars did not immediately recognise this as a literary form, 
since van Effen was not an adherent of vertellingen (stories), the fictional nar- 
rative genre that could more easily be linked to literary innovation. This is why 
Buijnsters, for instance, concludes that contributions to his spectatorial project 
that were of more profound literary value played but a minor role in the whole 
project of the Hollandsche Spectator.11
6 Cf. Buijnsters (1991).
7 Cf. Martens (1968).
8 Cf. Buijnsters (1966).
9 Cf. Hartog (1890).
10 This list was published in several revised verslons, see e.g. the most recent one in 
Buijnsters (1991: 104-110).
11 See Buijnsters (1984a: 43).
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Nevertheless, the Dutch Spectator-type press of the 18* century should cer- 
tainly be regarded as a driving force of literary innovation. Old literary forms, 
like the dream allegory, were very popular in the moral weeklies, as were short 
sentimental portrayals of moral issues by way of a fictional story, as well as lit­
erary experiments that already anticipated the novel of manners, a genre which 
was introduced in Dutch literature in the late 18* century.12
On the other hand, hardly any of the well-known authors of Dutch literature 
of the 18* century who wrote poetry, theatre plays, and novels also wrote spec­
tatorial magazines. Only minor authors, literary dilettantes, or authors with an 
interest in a broader range of topics, decided to write moral magazines. It is true 
that established 18*-century Dutch authors like Elizabeth (‘Betje’) Wolff, Agatha 
Deken and Hieronymus van Alphen had their own spectatorial projects, but only 
in the final decades of the 18* century, when the genre was already in decline.13
In Buijnsters’ checklist, we find 118 titles of spectatorial magazines published 
in the Low Countries during the 18* century. 78 of these magazines were 
published in the Dutch language, whereas only a small amount (11 magazines) 
was published in other languages, mainly in French. It is important to note, 
however, that . Buijnsters used a very strict genre definition of the spectatorial 
magazine when compiling his list. As we know, the moral weekly was a very 
fluid genre, and the dividing lines between for instance the moral weeklies and 
learned, satirical, political and literary magazines of the time are not always that 
clean At some point in this chapter, I will come back to these porous borders 
between the spectatorial magazines and genres like the satirical and political 
magazine in particular. The latter are not listed by.Buijnsters, but they neverthe­
less contain spectatorial characteristics.
The main publishing areas for the spectatorial press in the Low Countries 
were the urban centres of the Northern Netherlands, especially Amsterdam and 
The Hague. There are only very few examples of Spectator-type magazines that 
were published in the Southern Netherlands, and almost all of them appeared in 
Ghent in the late 18* century.
Over the past decades, several scholars have paved the way for new approaches 
towards the Dutch spectatorial genre. The most salient example is, without a 
doubt, Dorothée Sturkenboom’s ground-breaking book on how to read spec­
tatorial magazines in ways that reflect on early modern gender issues and the 
emotional culture of the 18* century.14 But it is not only the particular genre
12 See Buijnsters (1984a: 43).
13 Cf. Buijnsters (1984b: 60).
14 Cf. Sturkenboom (1998).
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of the Spectator-type periodical for women that Sturkenboom pays attention 
to.15 Moreover, she also examines the regular spectatorial magazines, like the 
one published by van Effen, against the background of how they reflect on is­
sues of gender and emotion while using stereotypes of masculine and feminine 
emotional behaviour. One of Sturkenbooms conclusions is that the authors of 
the moral weeklies tried to ‘sell’ their own emotional culture’ to their readers 
by convincing them that certain forms of emotional behaviour can have a neg- 
ative impact on Dutch society, whereas others should be propagated. Gendered 
stereotypes, like for example the angry woman and the reasonable man, are ap- 
plied to exemplify these behavioural schemes and to teach the reader how to 
behave ih an emotionally appropriate mannen16
Another pioneer in the field of the Dutch history of the spectatorial press 
is André Hanou. Some of his scholarly contributions were combined in a col- 
lection of essays on 18^-century Dutch literature.17 Hanou discovered the work 
of Jacob Campo Weyerman, a less prominent author who was, until then, fre- 
quenüy ridiculed, but who is now well-known for establishing the genre of the 
satirical magazine in 18th-century Dutch literature, as well as for his complicated 
but ingenieus writing style. Hanou was interested in the amoral tendencies to be 
found in the magazines of Hendrik Doedijns and Weyerman. These were jour- 
nahstic projects which developed alongside the moral weeklies, but in deliberate 
opposition to them. Weyermans unashamedly exposed individuality and liber- 
tarian attitude to life is intriguing, as it runs parallel to the moralising discourse 
of the moral weeklies published by van Effen and others, which Weyerman 
strongly opposed. The history of the moral weekly is thus also the history of its 
counterpart, the satirical magazine, a genre that flourished not least because it 
offered an alternative to the often ponderous and moralising discourse of the 
spectatorial genre.18
15 Such magazines included, for example, De Vrouwelijke Spectator (“The Female 
Spectator”) - cf. Anonymous (1760-1761) - which was published in Dutch between 
1760 and 1761 and which was partlybased on the English magazine The Connoisseur - 
see Colman/Thornton (1754-1756). See Sturkenboom (1998: 15-18).
16 Cf. Sturkenboom (1998: 367-368).
17 Cf. Hanou (2002).
18 Cf. Hanou (2002: 40).
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2 Origins of the genre (1718-1730)
The first moral weekly to appear in Dutch was the anonymously published De 
Mensch Ontmakserd (“Mankind Unmasked”),19 published between February 
and November 1718 in The Hague.20 The magazines main author may have been 
the jurist and bailiff Joan Duncan, together with two more established literary 
authors, Pieter Antoni de Huybert and Jan Jacob Mauricius.21 The first issue of 
the magazine explicitly refers to its sources of inspiration, mentioning the usual 
suspects, such as Addisons and Steele’s Spectator and van Effens Le Misantrope. 
The fictitious editor of De Mensch Ontmakserd is wondering if Dutch is a suit- 
able language to express oneself in a more “leevendig” (“vivid”) way, in line with 
the “natüurlyke verbeeldingen” (“natural imaginations”) of the moral weeklies 
written in English and French.22
Like most Dutch Spectator-type magazines that appeared later on, De Mensch 
Ontmakserd was printed in octavo format and issues often opened with a motto 
taken from classical authors. For example, the issue dating from 28 February 
1718 opens with the famous quote from Virgil’s Aeneid (Book XII): “Disce Puer 
virtutem ex me, verumque laborem, Fortunam ex aliis”.23 These verses form an 
introduction to an essay in which the author reflects on the issue of moral edu- 
cation and the duties of both fathers and children, ending with a satirical poem 
that criticises an example of bad education.24
The early Dutch moral weekhes deal with a wide selection of topics, ranging 
from politics, theatre, theological and economie issues to literature, but they 
were also very heterogeneous in terms of genre, featuring moral essays, letters, 
travel accounts, chronicles, dialogues, poems and (fictional) stories of all kind. 
There are, of course, some general shared characteristics, like granting readers 
the opportunity to respond to the reasoning of the fictitious editor, or at least 
maintaining the illusion that letters were sent to him by readers. These letters are 
printed, too, which suggests a discussion taking place between the editor and his 
audience, although many of these letters may have been fictional letters.
19 Cf. Duncan (1718).
20 Cf. Buijnsters (1966: 147).
21 Cf. Buijnsters (1966:148).
22 Duncan (1718; 15 February: 5).
23 Duncan (1718; 28 February: 17); translation from Jon R. Stone (2005:244): ‘Tearn, my 
son, virtue and true labour from me, good fortune from others”.
24 Cf. Duncan (1718; 28 February: 17-24).
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Of course, the Dutch spectatorial magazines often took the shape of moral 
weeklies, which is certainly true for Mensch Ontmakserd, with its clear moral- 
ethical character. The aim of the magazine and its editor was to improve the 
behaviour of his fellow-countrymen, pointing out their moral mistakes, virtues 
and vices and bad passions. In the first programmatic issue of the magazine, 
Duncan presents his moral weekly project as follows.
Wat de stof belangt, die ik voorheb te verhandelen, myn schryven zal nergens anders toe 
strekken dan om de Waereld en mynen Landsgenooten in ‘t byzonder op eene zachte en 
aangenaame wyw aan te toonen, hoe beklaagelyk en dwaas het gedrag der menschen is, 
en door hoe verfoeielyke en schaadelyke hartstochten zy gemeenlyk gedreeven worden.25
Mensch Ontmakserd only appeared in 1718, whereas the second pioneering spec­
tatorial project existed for a little longer than that - it was printed in Amsterdam 
between 1718 and 1720: De Examinator (“The Examiner”).26 This was a mag­
azine at the interface between Science and art, but still with a strong focus on 
moral and philosophical issues. It featured the ‘Examiner’ as its main character, 
assisted by Waarheid (Truth) and Wijsheid (Wisdom) as his advisors. In this case, 
the spectatorial genre presents a crossover between the older scholarly magazine 
and the new moral weekly, combining scientific knowledge with moral and phil­
osophical refléctions.27
3 Rise and heyday of the genre (1730-1750)
The rise and heyday of the spectatorial genre in the Low Countries is inextricably 
bound up with Justus van Effen and his numerous spectatorial projects. Van 
Effen was a.gouverneur (tutor) of children from prominent families and therefore 
travelled a lot through Europe, together with the families that employed him. As 
a secretary of various diplomatic delegations, he also went to England (around 
1715 and again in 1727), where he got acquainted with several literary authors 
and scholars.28 Van Effen was also very good at French, which was one of the 
mandatory requirements for anyone who wanted to work as a secretary in the
25 Duncan (1718; 5 February: 5). Author’s translation: “Concerning the issues I would 
like to discuss, my writing will serve for nothing else than to show the World and my 
Countrymen in particular, in a gentle and pleasant way, howlamentable and foolish the 
behaviour of mankind is, and by which odious and harmful passions they are generally 
driven.”
26 Cf. van Ranouw (1718-1720).
27 Cf. Buijnsters (1966:150-153):
28 Cf. Pienaar (1929: 60-70).
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diplomatic service and as a gouverneur, especially in The Hague, where he was 
in close contact with French refugiés. These refugees were often Huguenots from 
France, who had fled their country after the revocation of the Edict of Nantes in 
1685 by King Louis XIV.29
Because of his close ties with England and his high proficiency in several 
languages, especially in French and English,30 31van Effen was the ideal person 
to bring together various literary influences. Indeed, he became an important 
cultural mediator between England and the Continent. Van Effen published 
his first moral weekly in the very same year Joseph Addison and Richard Steele 
finished The Tatler (1709-1711) and started on The Spectator (1711-1712 and 
1714). The magazine appeared between 1711 and 1712, was published in French 
and was called Le Misantrope (“The Misanthropist”). With this magazine and its 
follow-up from 1713, La Bagatelle,11 van Effen tested the waters of what would 
be a new experience for his readers: the confrontation with the spectatorial 
magazine.32
We can imagine that French was a better language for such experiments than 
Dutch. The Hague was an international publishing centre for books written in 
French and this language could of course attract a much bigger reading audience 
on an international scale than a magazine written in van Effens mother tongue. 
Pienaar also points to the fact that the French refugees in Holland continued to 
use their native language, unlike for instance their fellows in England, where the 
refugees assimilated through learning English.33 The French-speaking inhabitants 
of The Hague had their own francophone cultural infrastructure, with a French 
reformed church (DÉglise Walonne) and even a francophone opera house, where 
productions, mainly from Paris, were performed on a regular basis.34
Le Misantrope was published by Tomas Johnson. He was also the publisher 
of The Spectator and his The Hague bookshop was a hub of English cultural life 
in the Netherlands, which means that the The Spectator was certainly read and 
discussed in that Dutch city. In 1720, the publisher Hermannus Uytwerf decided 
to publish a Dutch translation of The Spectator. There were several reprints of 
this translation and we can assume that it was a ‘steady seller’. This may have
29 Cf. Leemans/Johannes (2013: 184).
30 Van Effen translated several writings from English to French (among them the works 
of Shaftesbury and Robert de Mandeville).
31 Cf. van Effen (1718-1719) and van Effen (2014).
32 See Schorr (2014: 3).
33 Cf. Pienaar (1929:148).
34 See Liefering (2007).
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been one of the reasons for Uytwerf s decision to contact van Effen about a new 
spectatorial project, which was to be written in Dutch but based on the English 
spectatorial prototypes and van Effens own Misantropen
Although it is undeniable that both his Misantrope and his first and only 
Spectator-like magazine published in the Dutch language, De Hollandsche 
Spectator, were based on their English predecessors, van Effens spectatorial 
projects still differ from these English publications in several crucial ways: First 
of all, it is important to note - and here I am following Inger Leemans and 
Gert-Jan Johannes36 - that the Dutch spectator persona in van Effens magazine 
presents himself as an individual first-person narrator, who is not really involved 
with any wider spectatorial society37 or club. Heer Spectator (Sir Spectator) is 
not a society man, i.e. a central figure in some sort of social club, surrounded by 
other fellow citizens, but rather an independent observer who operates alone. 
This may have been a decision made because of practical reasons. Most of the 
Dutch spectatorial projects were individual initiatives undertaken by authors 
who did not belong to a larger group.
Like his British counterpart, the Dutch spectator is a man who indepen- 
dently observes society, but he is also a gentleman characterised by a certain 
sternness and paternalistic attitude towards his readers. It is tempting to con- 
sider his preacher-like character as the Calvinist interpretation of the specta­
torial genre. The Dutch spectator indeed presents himself as a “Gereformeerd 
Nederlandsch Patriot” (“Reformed Dutch Patriot”), as someone who is “een 
trouw en tederhartig liefhebber van myn Vaderland” (“a gentle and faithful 
belover of my fatherland”)38 and, being such a good patriot, he wants to improve 
both the moral Standard in his homeland in general and the moral behaviour of 
his fellow citizens in particular, as he considers those citizens to be the corner- 
stone of Dutch society. Van Effens Spectator-type periodical positions himself 
as a moderate critic, an impartial neutral commentator who defends the values 
and ideals of the middle class. He mostly tries to express himself in moderate 
terms and sharply criticises radical ideas, like for instance orthodox Calvinism, 
or purists who try to exclude French words from the Dutch language. Van Effen
35 See Buijnsters (1992: 64) and De Kmif (2001: 13-14).
36 Cf. Leemans/Johannes (2013:186).
37 Even though the topos of a ‘club’ of authors writing their respective journals may often 
have been a fictional one - as, for example, in the case of Addison and Steele - at least 
this fiction enabled those editors to maintain the illusion of involving different people 
in the process of writing their spectatorial magazines,
38 Van Effen (1731-1735; issue no. 10, 22 October 1732: 77).
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thus positions himself as a reasonable observer, balancing pros and cons in dif­
ferent discussions about literature, the economy, family life and politics.39
In line with many other moral weeklies, De Hollandsche Spectator focusses 
to a large extent on moral reflections based upon the observation of everyday 
life. In the lO111 issue of the magazine, the spectator explicitly States that it is not 
his intention to speak about religion or politics, but to provide moral reflections 
on issues of public interest.40 The magazine should act as an impulse for van 
Effens fellow citizens to start to think for themselves and to use their own powers 
of reason and intellect when contemplating important issues, both in society 
and everyday life. This ideal of self-education, so typical for the Enlightenment 
period, is mentioned time and again in his magazine, together with the ideal of 
“gezelligheid” (“natural sociability”).41
More so than its British predecessors, van Effens magazine is characterised 
by a thematic approach, which means that each issue discusses one single topic, 
often dominated by the form of what is called in Dutch a vertoog, i.e. an expo- 
sition provided by Heer Spectator himself. Apart from these expositions, van 
Effens magazine also contains many other genres. Among these are, of course, 
the letters from readers, but also stories, news items, etc. The magazine must 
have been very popular since at least 360 issues were printed in a period of about 
four years, between 1731 and 1735.
Long before van Effens first Dutch-language spectatorial project appeared, 
the spectatorial magazine had, in fact, already been an established genre in the 
Low Countries. This is evident from the first parodies of the moral periodicals 
which appeared as early as the 1720s. One of thé most successful authors of these 
satirical ‘moral’ weeklies was Jacob Campo Weyerman, who was rediscovered 
over the past decades because of the important pioneering work done by the 
Dutch literary scholar André Hanou and his students.42 Weyerman set up many 
magazines during his lifetime, since it was his aim to live off these investments. 
As many of these periodicals had a short life, this might not have been a very suc­
cessful business model for him. One of Weyermans projects was Den Ontleeder 
der Gebreeken (“The Dissector of Failings”), which appeared in the years 1723, 
1724 and 1725.43 Like many of Weyermans works, the magazine is written in 
a very flowery and ornate style, which is difficult to translate. He is seen as a
39 Cf. Leemans/Johannes (2013:188).
40 Van Effen (1731-1735; issue no. 10, 22 October 1732: 75).
41 See Kloek &Mijnhardt (2001: 77).
42 See especially Hanou (2002) and Altena (1992).
43 Cf. Weyerman (1724-1726).
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virtuoso of linguistic style, due to his frequent use of surprising metaphors and 
biting satire.
Den Ontleeder der Gebreeken certainly is a parody of spectatorial writings, 
as it imitates the form and style of these periodicals as well as their moralizing 
discourse. We can fmd several formal clements of the Specfafor-type press, such 
as the motto, device, and frontispiece, as well as the confidential tone of the ficti- 
tious editor speaking to his fellow citizens. However, this spectatorial protagonist 
also clearly distances himself from his colleagues. Weyerman dissects the failings 
of everyone, including those who think they can teach others how to behave 
morally. The lessons of Weyermans moral ‘dissector’ are heartfelt, bare and nat- 
ural, but above all “aangenaam” (“pleasurable”).44 The subtitle of the magazine 
explicitly refers to the “Koffihuis-Redenvoeringen” (“coffeehouse discourses”) 
that were to be part of the magazine, but readers looking for moral reflections on 
the manners of the day.soon discovered that these discourses were not written 
to morally improve the reader, but rather to undermine the idealism of moral 
quibblers. The discourse of a “Spreekende Leuningstoel” (“speaking armchair”), 
for instance, starts with a reference to the vanity of human beauty, but ends with 
the armchair telling the reader stories about the sexual escapades carried out in 
its seat by one of its female owners.45
It is difficult to say where we should draw the line between the satirical maga­
zine and the spectators. In general, however, a writer like Weyerman is not men- 
tioned in Dutch literary historiography as an author of moral weeklies. Buijnsters 
points at the more fanciful style of the satirical magazine and the irregular struc- 
ture and composition of the essays, which form a very loose series of anecdotes 
that follow one another without adhering to a clear line of argumentation.46
In addition to its style, the content of Weyermans magazine also hints at its 
anti-spectatorial constitution. The idea of unmasking, which is prominent in this 
writing, seems to refer to the secret and hidden vices of people that pretend to 
be virtuous. Weyerman himself was very clear in his profiling against the spec­
tatorial genre. He was criticizing the didactic style of van Effen’s Hollandsche 
Spectator that became one of the main competing initiatives in the magazine 
business from 1731 onwards. Hanou has recently reminded us47 of the harsh 
mockery Weyerman reserved for the four contributors to van Effens magazine, 
referring to (hem, for instance, as camels who serve their readers on bended kneè
44 Weyerman (1724-1726; reference on the title page).
45 Weyerman (1724-1726; issue no. 34, 29 May 1724; 265-269).
46 Cf. Buijnsters (1984a: 39).
47 Cf. Hanou (2002: 39).
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whilst employing quite a simple language that could, however, hardly hope to 
hide the ponderous content of those magazines.
[D]en Hollandschen Spektator, een weekelyks schrift, volgens bericht onderschraagt 
by een viertal schryvers, welke penhelden hunne knieschyven toevouwen, op de wyze 
der Asiatische kameeleh, onder de muylezels sadel bestapeld met die zwaarmoedige 
weekelyksche vracht, alleenlyk om te voldoen aan de smaak en de bevatting der 
spellende leezers [...].48
Peter Altena, on the other hand, is very critical about the strict dividing line drawn 
in Dutch literary historiography between the spectatorial genre and Weyermans 
satirical magazines.49 He admits that, in the case of Weyerman, the moral mes­
sage was often implicit or not immediately obvious because of his metaphorical 
language that is so difficult to read. Yet, both van Effen and Weyerman tended to 
reflect morally on the state of the society of their own age and times, albeit using 
a very different style of writing in their respective journalistic projects.50
In the 1740s, a variety of new spectatorial projects were set up, mostly 
imitations of van Effens’s moral weekly. These are discussed by Hartog (1890), 
for example De Patriot, of Hollandsche Zedenmeester (“The Patriot, or Dutch 
Moralist”; 1742-1743)51 and De Algemeens Spectator (“The General Spectator”; 
1741-1746).52
The editors of De Algemeene Spectator are aware of the already established 
character öf the genre - and even of its potential mustiness. The adverb “ontydig” 
(“outdated”) is introduced to indicate that a lot of the typical topics usually cov- 
ered in the Spectator-type press have already been discussed so often in the very 
same style that they must have completely lost their appeal in the eyes of many 
readers.53 Still, the editors refer to their predecessors in a positive way. In the first 
number of the magazine, they present Henry Stonecastle’s The Universal Spectator 
(1728-1746)54 as their inspiring example and explicitly introducé their magazine
48 Weyerman (1735: 49); author’s translation: “The [...] Spectator, a weekly that is, ac- 
cording to a notice, supported by four authors, heroes of the pen, who bend their 
kneecaps like [...] camels do, who are packed up under their hinny saddles with a 
doleful weekly ponderous weight, only to give satisfaction to the taste and intellect of 
spelling readers [...].”
49 Cf. Altena (1992).
50 Cf. Altena (1992:156).
51 See Anonymous (1742-1743).
52 See Anonymous (1742-1746).
53 Anonymous (1741-1746; issue no. 1, 20 November 1742: 2).
54 Cf. Stonecastle (1728-1746).
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as a follow-up of van Effens Dutch spectatorial project: Hiey admit that it was 
their intention to start from where De Hollandsche Spectator had left off in the 
mid-thirties, and their new magazine should therefore be seen as a “vervolg daar 
van” (“follow-up of it”).55 From passages like this one we can deduce that the 
spectatorial magazine not only became an established genre in Dutch literature 
and journalism, but also began to provide an interesting commercial model for 
regular print business.
Another interesting passage of De Algemeene Spectator is a meta-journalistic 
comment on the selection criteria for readers’ letters to be printed in this mag­
azine: “Het staat ons niet vry brieven te gebruiken, die aanstoot konnen geeven, 
of daar den Lezer geen nut uit kan trekken; want ons oogwit is algemeen en niet 
byzonder.”56
4 An established genre (1750-1770)
By the mid-18th century, the moral weekly truly had become an established genre. 
16 different titles, all published in the 1750s and 1760s, appear on Buijnster’s 
checklist for this time. However, hardly any of these titles or their authors have 
been much of a topic of scholarly investigation until today. Only Hartog discusses 
some of these titles, paying special attention to one of the most long-lasting 
projects of the middle of the century, De Philanthrope of Menschenvriend (“The 
Philantropist or Friend of Mankind”),57 a magazine that appeared between 1756 
and YI&l.K large number of authors seem to have contributed to this spectatorial 
project, among them Pieter Adriaan Verwer, Frans de Haes, Nicolaus Bondt and 
Cornelis van Engelen, about whom we will learn more later on.58 Some of these 
authors were anglophiles and had a strong interest in English literature.
The first issues of De Philanthrope also contain translations from the 
later English spectatorial press,59 60 61like The Adventurer (1752-1754),60 The 
Gentlemans Magazine, or, Traders Monthly Intelligencer (1731-1922),61 The
55 Anonymous (1741-1746; issue no. 1, 20. November 1741: 7).
56 Anonymous (1741-1746; vol. 1, “Voorreden”: fol. *2r~v); author’s translation: "We are 
not allowed to use letters that could give offence, or from which the reader cannot draw 
any benefit, because our aim is genera! and not particular.”
57 Haes/Bondt/van Engelen/Verwer (1756-1762).
58 Cf. Hartog (1890: 14-15).
59 Cf. Hartog (1890: 14-15).
60 Cf. Hawkesworth (1752-1754).
61 See Anonymous (1731-1922).
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World (1753-1756),62 and The Connoisseur (1754-1756).63 In the first issue 
of his magazine, Verwer presents himself as a philantropist because true 
“menschlievendheit” (Dutch word for philanthropy) was to be the absolute goal 
of, and an important motivation behind, his moral weekly project.64 The author 
declares that he intends to serve his fellow countrymen as a translater of the 
latest Schriften (magazines) and discussions coming from abroad. Moreover, he 
would add some material originating from his own mind, but without the inten­
tion of promoting his own fame.65
In the last issues of the year 1762 we begin to fïnd some sceptical remarks 
concerning what had, until then, been some of the basic principles of the spec­
tatorial genre. These passages indicate that, after the heyday of the genre, those 
principles became more and more a matter of dispute, especially because of the 
growing number of spectatorial magazines circulating in those years. One of the 
criticised paradigms of the moral weeklies is the principle of self-education, i.e. 
the idea that every Citizen who reads the spectatorial magazines and acquires 
knowledge could also decide to produce knowledge themselves and participate in 
the discussion by corresponding with the fictitious editors of the moral weeklies. 
De Philanthrope refers to the older foundations of authorship based on scholarly 
erudition, and opposes the newer, enlightened’ interpretation of authorship, i.e. 
the idea that anyone who wants to write should be permitted to do so.
jy.J doch in deez verligte dagen heeft elk mensch de vereischte bekwaamheeden, om 
yder ander mensch te onderwyzen; en hy, die het aanbeeld slaat, of de ploeg dryft, niet 
te vrede, dat hy aan zyne lighaamlyke noodwendigheeden voldoe, houdt zich zelven 
in zyne leèdige uuren beezig, met zynen landsluiden vermaaken voor den geest te 
verschaffen.66
The author explicitly cautions against this “Ziekte der Ziele”, i.e. this “illness of 
the soul”, and hopes for days to come in which people who are not master of their 
own language and do not know how to write well, or are themselves uninformed
62 Cf. Moore (1753-1756).
63 See Colman/Thornton (1754-1756).
64 Haes/Bondt/van Engelen/Verwer (1756-1762; issue no. 1, 6 October .1756: 2-3).
65 Haes/Bondt/van Engelen/Verwer (1756-1762; issue no. 1, 6 October 1756:1-2).
66 Haes/Bondt/van Engelen/Verwer (1756-1762; issue no. 276, 10 January 1762: 10); 
authors translation: “[...] in these enlightened days however, anyone has the required 
qualities to teach another human being; and he who hits the anvil or drives the plough, 
not being satisfied merely with seeing to his physical needs, in his spare time concerns 
himself with entertaining the spirits of his countrymen.”
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about the topic they intend to write about, should put an end to their authorship 
and return to their former profession.67
One of the later contributors to De Philanthrope was Cornelius van Engelen, a 
Mennonite preacher who was interested in theatre, literature and philosophy and 
was also a member of many learned and civil societies. The Mennonite élite of the 
Northern Netherlands played an important role in the moderate Enlightenment 
of the late 18* century. Van Engelen also started his own spectatorial project 
with the magazine De Philosooph (“The Philosopher”),68 which was published 
between 1766 and 1770.69 The first issue of De Philosooph takes the form of a pro­
grammatic opening, in which van Engelen presents his enlightened ideas about 
how philosophy could strengthen the peoples wisdom and happiness, enabling 
the author to unmask superstition and to criticize everyday foolishness.70 To live 
a happy life, human beings should become “Redelyke Schepzelen’ (“reasonable 
creatures”) who uplift their “Geest” (“mind”) by letting reason rule over and con- 
trol their “driften” (“passions”).71
In the eyes of van Engelen, self-education should be one of the main basic 
principles of the magazine. He uses an economie metaphor to speak about 
knowledge: It is presented as a possession, and those who keep their knowledge 
to themselves instead of sharing it with others are characterised as misers. People 
should learn that those who share knowledge do not lose it in this transfer pro- 
cess.72 Thus, promoting a selfless exchange of knowledge is one of the main aims 
of De Philosooph. Van Engelen strongly criticises those people who think that 
one can become a better person just by buying his magazine: It is by using the 
knowledge gained from reading the weekly and by sharing it with other human 
beings that people can uplift their mind and learn to live a better life.73
Duringthe heyday ofthe genre ofthe spectatorial magazine in the Netherlands, 
the moral weeklies more and more became an instrument for practicing 
gezelligheid (sociability). Their aim was to strengthen both the ability of the 
people to live and interact together in society, and the pleasant feeling of conviv- 
iality and belonging which goes along with that ability. The aim of the Spectator 
press was, therefore, twofold: On the one hand, it should teach its readers how
67 Haes/Bondt/van Engelen/Verwer (1756-1762; issue no. 276,10 January 1762:13,15).
68 Cf. van Engelen (1766-1770).
69 Cf. Visser (2007: 148).
70 On van Engelens deliberations, see Visser (2007:148-150).
71 Van Engelen (1766-1770; issue no. 1, 6 January 1766: 3).
72 Cf. van Engelen (1766-1770; issue no. 2, 13 January 1766: 15).
73 Cf. van Engelen (1766-1770; issue no. 1, 6 January 1766: 7).
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to behave well in the proximity of other human beings, but on the other hand it 
should also encourage them to exchange thoughts about a broad range of topics 
among themselves. While still closely connected to the older coffeehouse culture 
of the early 18th century, the weekly genre now also begins to establish ties with 
the diiferent public learned societies that were being founded in the second half 
of the century in particular, and which were quickly becoming the driving force 
behind the development of the civic public sphere.
Alle Menschen hebben eene Natuurlyke Geneigdheid, om malkanderen hunne Gedagten 
mede te deelen, zonder eenige verdere beweegrede; De Driftigsten in dit opzigt, neemen 
hunnen toevlugt tot de Drukpers, De Rest vergenoegt zig met elkanderen in de gemeene 
Gezelschappen te verveelen.74
The topics discussed in De Philosooph75 seem to reflect the wide range of socie­
ties that were established in the Netherlands in the late 18th century: They ranged 
from informal reading circles to the more established societies that covered nat- 
ural Sciences, the visual arts and literature.76
As already indicated by the title, one of the main aims of De Philosooph was to 
make philosophical knowledge available to a broader audience. Even philosoph- 
ical works that were being highly criticised by Calvinist orthodoxy, like Jean- 
Fran^ois Marmontel’s novel Bélisaire {\767-, translated into Dutch in 1768) were 
extensively discussed in the magazine, enabling a broader audience beyond the 
scientific community of philosophers and theologians to reflect on themes like 
religieus tolerance and human rights.77
5 Growing competition with other weeklies (1770-1790)
Because of the growing importance and popularity of satirical and political 
magazines, the old moral weeklies evolved in the last decades of the 18* century 
into a somewhat rare and specialised genre, which was really only written and 
read by either literary connoisseurs or people who wanted to mock the obso­
lete moral weekly. These were also the years in which canonical Dutch authors 
like Elizabeth Wolff, Agatha Deken, Rhijnvis Feith, Hieronymus van Alphen
74 Van Engelen (1766-1770; issue no. 2, 13 January 1766: 16); author’s translation: “All 
people possess the natural inclination to share their thoughts, without any ulterior 
motive; the fanatics in that sense take recourse to the printing press, while the rest 
contents themselves with boring the general societies.”
75 See Visser (2007:150).
76 Cf. Kloek/Mijnhardt (2001: 103-126).
77 Cf. Visser (2007: 153-154).'
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and Jacobus Bellamy finally tried their hands at the spectatorial genre.78 Their 
weeklies were mainly journalistic experiments with literary ambitions which 
reached a rather small readership and are more or less inexistent in current lit­
erary historiography.
In the following, we shall have a closer look at the spectatorial activities 
of one of the authors mentioned above, namely Jacobus Bellamy. His specta­
torial mask was that of a literary Spectator-type periodical, called De Poëtische 
Spectator (“The Poetic Spectator”),79 of which only two issues appeared in 1784. 
The magazine was written by Bellamy together with other young poets, most of 
them living in the city of Utrecht or its surroundings. Thus, the magazine had 
a highly ‘speciahsed’ character, in contrast to the older spectatorial periodicals 
that focussed on a broader audience of readers and also discussed a broad range 
of topics.
The programmatic first issue of De Poëtische Spectator opens with a long motto 
in Latin from Horatius’ Ars Poëtica, referring to the virtues of a good critic that 
should mark every fault.80 The main concern of the magazine is the quality of 
literary criticism. The basic principles on which true poetry should be founded 
are clearly set out, and they are presented in the first issue as an indisputable 
truth: A true poet should not fpllow literary whims of fashion, like sentimen- 
talism, but his poetry should rather be based on timeless principles and “com- 
pare” his own work “with the great original - divine Nature” (“vergelijken met 
het groote origineel - de goddelijke Natuur”).81 Literary critics should use their 
own power of reason and good taste to judge if a poet has indeed followed and 
imitated Nature in his poetry. Literary criticism that is only founded on intuition 
and taste, on the other hand, characterises a critic without authority. In a won- 
derfiil satire upon a reviewer, Bellamy offers a caricature of such a failed critics 
unsteady and capricious way of judging literary works.82
With its strong satirical undertones, the magazine seems to be meant as a 
deliberate insult directed against the established magazines and literary societies 
that are oriented towards a broader audience of both poets and literary devotees.
78 Cf. Buijnsters (1984b: 60).
79 Cf. Bellamy (1784-1786).
80 Cf Bellamy (1784-1786; issue no. 1, 1784: s.p.): “Vir bonus & prudens versus 
reprehended inertes, / Culpabit duros, incomtis allinet atrum / Transverso calanto 
signum, ambitiosa recidet / Ornamenta, parum claris lucem dare coget, / Arguet 
ambiguè dictum, mutanda notabit [...].”
81 Bellamy (1784-1786; issue no. 1,1784: 1).
82 Cf Bellamy (1784-1786; issue no. 1, 1784:17-27).
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In contrast to these societies, De Poëtische Spectator is a platform of true poetry, 
written both for and by poets. Although the first issue addresses a broad audi­
ence, namely the “Waarde Landgenooten” (“dear fellow countrymen”),83 the 
magazine still seems to be directed at a very small circle of connoisseurs, who 
mock the amateurism and outdated aesthetic principles that seem to characterise 
the literary societies of their days. The older moral weeklies were a product of 
the same public sphere which also formed the basis of the coffeehouses and the 
literary societies.
Bellamy’s spectatorial magazine, on the other hand, grants a voice to the 
counter-culture of a younger generation that is mocking the public character of 
the literary societies, because they would regard any amateur as a poet that can 
write in verse. It may not come as a surprise, therefore, that the fictitious author 
of this periodical is speaking with one voice only and hardly invites his audience 
to take part in the discussion. One of the few readers’ letters printed in the maga­
zine was written by another professional, Hieronymus van Alphen. He describes 
himself as someone who, writing poems himself, was well aware of “theoretisch 
gedeelte der dichtkunst” (“the theoretical part of poetry”).84 The answer this letter 
receives in Bellamy’s magazine is also telling: The fictitious editors describe their 
experience, whilst reading this first letter of a devoted reader, as a “ontmoeting 
van een landgenoot in een vreemd gewest” (“encounter with a countryman in a 
strange country”).85 This reaction shows once again that the whole project was 
designed as an attempt to strengthen the feeling of exclusiveness within a small 
circle of like-minded young intellectuals, and that Bellamy did not, in fact, want 
to address a broader audience of readers, but instead intended to use the maga­
zine as a kind of self-assuring project and support medium for young rebellious 
poets.86
The spectatorial magazine experienced a remarkable revival in the Southern 
Netherlands during the last decades of the 18* century. Although Dutch was 
the vernacular language of a large percentage of the population in the Austrian 
Netherlands, the official language in politics and in the belles-lettres was French. 
The position of Dutch in this multilingual territory was unstable, but in the 
circles of some authors who identified with the ideals of the Enlightenment 
(often supported or at least tolerated by the enlightened monarch Joseph II), new 
initiatives to promote the Dutch language flourished. Progressive magazines like
83 Bellamy (1784-1786; issue no. 1, 1784: 7 and 16).
84 Bellamy (1784-1786; issue no. 2, 1786: 79).
85 Bellamy (1784-1786; issue no. 2,1786: 93).
86 See also Kloek (2002).
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Den Vlaemschen Indicateur (“The Flemish Indicator”; 1779-1782)87 wanted to 
give larger groups in society access to texts on literature, politics, religion and phi- 
losophy in the language of the Flemish.88 Under French rule, De Sysse-panne, oft 
den Estaminé der Ouderlingen (“The Sauce Boat or the Pub of the Elderly; 1795- 
1798)89 was. published, a spectatorial magazine that opened up issues of political 
debate for public reflection. The dialogical structure of the magazine presented 
this debate to its readership in the form of an informal discussion taking place in a 
club or café {estaminé) between three inhabitants of Ghent: an impulsive and rad- 
ical Jacobin, a moderate republican and revolutionary, and a more conservative 
and ill-informed ordinary man who speaks the dialect of Ghent.90
When we take a look at the other spectatorial writings of the late 18th century, 
two main tendencies become apparent. Either the magazines feature a satirical 
profile which they shared with the upcoming genre of the satirical magazines, or 
their orientation is more political, like the above-mentioned Ghent magazine. In 
the case of the latter, they discuss topical political questions framed by the old 
coffeehouse discourses. The magazines written by established authors focus on a 
very small niche market of readers, such as Bellamy’s project, the satirical Arke 
Noach’s (“Noah’s Are”; 1799)91 of Johannes Kinker, or Hieronymus van Alphens 
De christelijke Spectator (“The Christian Spectator”; 1799).92
However, this was not the end of the influence exerted by the moral 
weeklies. Although the genre itself eventually became obsolete, many specta­
torial clements and attitudes had by then become essential ingredients for other 
periodicals. Erom the 18,h century onwards, it became impossible to think of 
journalists as anything other than self-confident observers of society, who made 
use of magazines in many forms and appearances to present opinions and dis­
cuss them with others.
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